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."'RHCI£ IV. 

SCIENTIFIC AUTHORITY: ITS USE AND ABUSE. 

BY J. 1-•• SPRrNGER. 

TO-D ...... Y is a time in which it is peculiarly true, that many of 

the enemes of the cross of Christ, in opposing him. who is 

himself the truth, are persistently and vigorously. not to say 

clamorously, claiming that their opposition is founded on truth. 

As these claims, making thus their appeal to truth, and appar

ently in good faith, are causing deep distres~ among multi

tudes of serioas and earnest Christian people, it will be a ser

vice well worth the performance, if it can be made clear just 

what is at the foundation of a large class of these claims. In 

doing this, one can scarcely do better than (1) to point out 

that one great reliance of the opposers of the doctrine of the 

immediate revelation of God in Christ is found in Scientific 

.\uthority; and then (2) to proceed to an exact. if not ex

haustive, analysis of the strength and weakne~s of this same 

Scientific Authority. 

A brief illustration of (1) must suffice. It is a fundamen

tal proJ1>Sition among the destructive higher critics, that the 

use of two distinct names for God in Genesis i. and iL, taken 

in cunnection with other less clearly definable circumstances, 

affords evidence competent to establish the inference of plural 

authorship. Now the weighing of the significance of this dis

tinction in names,-whether it points to one author with two 

purposes, or opposes unity of authorship,-and the consid

eration of the other more evanescent, but perhaps not less 
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ambiguous, circumstances, evidently make our assurance of 

the truth of the inference dependent, not upon scientific cri

teria and methods which we ourselves may re-apply and which 

h;;p,ve been estabH:s:h~d high degree but 

such person:?:l human judgmeet, and 

5:reeral tendencies proposition, of 

whose validity is upon person;;p,] may 

truly be said to be based upon Authority; and, if the authority 

is that of scientific men, we may say, loosely, that it is Scien

tific Authority. I wish, at this juncture, not to make any ap

praisal of Scientific Authority, but to point out that there is a 

ve:s:y large class of assurance for whose truth 

practically no Jt is importa;;p,t that a 

tie,::ct consequene~ such propositi(~1ti1t e?:liitled 

precisely that whkh a sound hdentific 

Authority would more and prnpo-

sition having no other foundation than such Authority has 

precisely the same value as that possessed by the persona: ;-r.:s

timony upon which it rests. 

I do not wish to decry Scientific Authority. It has its valuep 

end oftentimes it 

e:kt2se of truth wiII 

~hich it is subje.::t, 

value. At the 

pointing out 

then consider the 

the 

"",,,,,,j,'" to 
hhuse 

Scientific the two divisimk:: L ncor-

roborated ScientiPc Authority and (2) Corrodjvrated ddentific 

Authority. But, before doing so, it will be of value to explain 

why it is often necessary to have recourse to Authority at alL 

In the first place, the immediate subject-matter of many 

propositions of the deepest import to mankind is, on account 

its complexity inaccessible to W~~twrts. 

The method may itself, and yet of 

subject-mattee as to confine 
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